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Abstract. Query recommendations help users to formulate better
queries and to obtain the desired search results. Users’ clicks on query
recommendations contain a great deal of information about search intent,
query ambiguity and search performance. We use query recommendation
click information contained in search logs to construct a recommenda-
tion click graph. A directed edge in the graph connects the prior query
and the clicked recommended query. By analyzing the graph, we develop
methods for finding ambiguous queries and improving the search results.
The experimental results show that our method for finding ambiguous
queries is effective, and using recommendation click information can im-
prove the search performance of ambiguous queries.
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1 Introduction

Query recommendation technology is widely used by commercial search engines.
A search engine provides related queries in a search result page. If the query does
not present useful search results, users can click on any related query to find more
web resources. Our analysis shows that users click recommended related queries
in approximately 15% of search sessions.

The query recommendation click log contains a large volume of information
about users’ search intents and their perspectives on search results. A user’s click
on a recommended query implies that the recommended query describes what he
wants, whereas the search results of previous do not satisfy his information needs
well enough. Because search engine users usually click recommended queries
after reviewing the result page, the clicked recommendation should be a direct
and precise reflection of the user’s intent. The query recommendation click logs
contain less noise than the logs of query reformulation because all clicked queries
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are selected by both the search engine and the user. In this sense, the data in
query recommendation click log is very reliable.

In this paper, we introduce the concept and properties of a query clicking
graph, which is a graph that depicts all of the query recommendation clicking
information contained in user logs. This graph aggregates all users’ query rec-
ommendation click actions during a specific period. In the graph, each node
represents a query. A directed edge (qi, qj) indicates that a user clicked the rec-
ommended query, qj , when he searched qi. We do both global and local analysis
on the graph. These efforts can help us to learn the properties of queries and
user intents. We introduce the following applications for the recommendation
click graph:

Optimizing search results. Exploring users’ click actions on query recommen-
dations can help us to understand users’ search intents. Thus, the recommenda-
tion click graph can help the search engine to improve the search performance.

Recognizing ambiguous queries. If users click disparate recommended queries,
the previous query might be highly ambiguous. The ambiguity might be caused
by the ambiguity of the query expression or the users’ uncertain search intent.
Graph analysis algorithms can help us to find ambiguous queries in a recom-
mendation click graph.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces re-
lated work. Basic concepts and assumptions of our work are given in Section
3. In Section 4, we discuss the properties of recommendation click graphs. Sec-
tion 5 discusses our local analyzing methods for recommendation click graphs
to improve search performance. Section 6 shows our approach to identifying
ambiguous queries. In Section 7, we summarize our work and discuss query rec-
ommendation and the recommendation click graph.

2 Related Work

TheWeb is naturally presented as a graph. Often, the nodes of a web graph repre-
sent the web pages, and the edges represent links between pages. Web graphs are
used to estimate the quality of web pages. Link analysis is a data-analysis tech-
nique that uses a link graph to estimate page quality. Examples of well-known
link analysis algorithms are the HITS [1], PageRank [2] [3] and TrustRank [4]
algorithms. These link analysis algorithms have common assumptions: (1) the
links imply recommendation and (2) the page quality can spread through the
hyperlinks. With these assumptions, link analysis algorithms are often applied
to other types of graphs.

Search queries can also be presented by graphs. Baeza-Yates defined 5 types
of query graphs [5]: word, session, URL cover, URL link and URL terms. Three
types of information are used to construct query graphs: the query terms, the
searching and clicking behaviors during the query session and the content of
clicked URLs. Baeza-Yates et al. used some of the query graphs to mine query
logs for semantic relations between queries [6]. The five types of graphs are useful
for recommending related queries. A query-flow graph is a representative query
graph [7] and performs well in query recommendation applications [8] [9].
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Unlike present methods, the recommendation click graph is based on existing
query recommendations and the click log. This graph is used to detect ambiguity
in queries and to learn users’ intents.

Query recommendation is an important are of study. The query recommenda-
tion algorithms focus on finding similar queries. Zaiane et al. used query terms,
search result snippets and other simple text information to find similar queries
[10]. Because the semantic information from query and search results is limited
and hard to analyze, most recent studies on query recommendation use user
behavior data to detect related queries [11] [12] [13]. Some studies [14] [15] use
a bipartite graph of search query and clicked URL to determine and recom-
mend related queries. These studies assume that two queries are similar if they
lead users to click on the same URLs. Kelly et al. studied the usage of query
recommendation [16]. Their research showed that query recommendations are
frequently used by users and can be very helpful.

For a search engine to understand a user’s search intent, it must be able
to identify an ambiguous query. Some queries are ambiguous in nature. The
search intent of such queries can be detected by analyzing related documents
and user behavior. Song et al. summarized three types of queries: ambiguous,
broad and clear. They used a supervised learning approach to classify queries by
analyzing the text of the search results [17]. He and Jhala developed a method
to understand a user query based on a graph of connected related queries [18].
Veilumuthu and Ramachandran developed a clustering algorithm that uses the
user session information in the user log and query URL entries to identify clusters
of queries that have the same intention [19].

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Basic Concepts

Recommendation click log. A recommendation click log is a part of a search en-
gine’s user log. It records all clicks on query recommendations. Recommendation
click pair. A user’s click on a query recommendation is represented by an or-
dered query pair 〈qi, qj〉. This pair indicates that a user submitted query qi to
the search engine and clicked recommended query qj on qi’s search result page.
We call qi the source query and qj the destination query. Pairs with the same
source and destination queries are recorded as a single recommendation click
pair in our work.

Recommendation click graph. The recommendation click graph uses the pre-
vious two concepts.

Definition 1 : The recommendation click graph is a directed graphGc = (V,E),
where:

– the set of nodes, V = {q|q appear in the recommendation click log as a
source or destination query}, and

– E = {(qi, qj)| < qi, qj > is a recommendation click pair in the recommenda-
tion click log}.
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Like other web graphs, the recommendation click graph might have more than
one weakly connected component. Because the recommendation click graph is
based on recommendation click pairs, there are no isolated vertices in the graph,
i.e., there are at least two queries in a connected component. More properties of
the recommendation click graph are described in following sections.

3.2 Semantic Basis

Some basic assumptions on the semantics of query recommendation click actions
are fundamental to the recommendation click graph developed here. When a
user clicks a recommended query, this action expresses a relationship between
the source and destination queries. Using the recommendation click pair 〈qi, qj〉
as an example, we assume that there are two possible latent meanings for a user’s
click on a query recommendation:

– Assumption 1 qj describes the user’s information needs more precisely than
qi, or

– Assumption 2 qj does not describe the user’s information needs more pre-
cisely than qi, but the user is interested in qj and wants more information.

Clicks described by assumption 1 usually make the user’s search intent more
precise. For example, the recommendation click pair 〈 Lady Gaga songs, Lady
Gaga poker face〉 corresponds to a more precise intent description. Clicks de-
scribed by assumption 2 appear frequently. The recommendation click pair 〈
Lady Gaga songs, top 100 songs〉 is an example of this type of click. In most
cases, the source query and destination query are related. However, the query
pair can be about different topics.

In our work, we are interested in recommendation click pairs that comprise
related queries. The recommendation click graph can help researchers to view
related queries from different perspectives.

4 Properties of the Recommendation Click Graph

We extracted a recommendation click log from an August 2010 user log of a Chi-
nese commercial search engine. The log recorded 58,334,303 clicks on query rec-
ommendations. From these data, we constructed a recommendation click graph
that contained 23,516,620 vertices and 31,569,262 directed edges. We obtained
statistical distributions for the in-degree and out-degree of each vertex. The dis-
tributions are shown in Fig. 1. Both the in-degree and out-degree distributions
approximately follow a power law distribution. This property is very similar to
a hyperlink graph. Given this similarity, there are many effective and widely
used analyzing algorithms developed for hyperlink graphs that might also be
appropriate for recommendation click graphs.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of in-degree and out-degree Fig. 2. Distribution of
component size

4.1 Connected Components

We analyzed the connected components in the recommendation click graph with-
out regard to the direction of the edges. Of the 2,668,331 components in the
graph, 71% have only 2 vertices, i.e., most of the components are very small.
Our statistics show that approximately 60 components have more than 100 ver-
tices. The largest component has 16,298,916 vertices, which is approximately
70% of the vertices in the graph. This result indicates that many queries are
connected in the recommendation click graph. These queries include most of the
hot topics of the search engine during the period covered by the query log. As
shown in Fig. 2, the distribution of the connected component sizes approximately
follows a power law distribution.

4.2 Strongly Connected Components

A strongly connected component is a directed sub-graph in which there is a
directed path between any ordered pair of vertices. In a recommendation click
graph, queries that appear in the same strongly connected component can be
strongly related.

In our recommendation click graph, there are 20,978,260 strongly connected
components. The distribution of component sizes follows a power law distribu-
tion. Of the strongly connected components, there are 20,695,423 components
that have only one vertex. These vertices account for approximately 88% of the
vertex set. This result indicates that approximately 10% of the queries both
recommend other queries and are recommended by other queries in the graph.
This property is in accord with user behavior patterns and can be explained as
follows. Because the user queries follow a power law distribution, most queries
have a low frequency. Low frequency queries have no chance to be recommended.
As mentioned in Section 3.2, for many recommendation click pairs, the desti-
nation query refined the intent of the source query. Therefore, few queries are
both source and destination. In the recommendation click graph, the largest
strongly connected component contains 1,816,759 vertices, approximately 7.7%
of the vertices in the graph.
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5 Local Analysis of a Recommendation Click Graph

In a recommendation click graph, an edge (qi, qj) denotes that a user has clicked
the query recommendation qj while he searched qi. Because the recommendation
click pair is selected by both the search engine and the user, we assume that
adjacent queries in a recommendation click graph are semantically similar.

A user clicks a query recommendation when he finds the search result insuffi-
cient. He may try a recommended query that describes his needs more precisely
or a query that appears to yield better results. The search result page of the
related queries might provide what the user is seeking. The local analysis of a
recommendation click graph can help us to improve the search result by including
some search results of high-quality adjacent queries.

5.1 Local Subgraph

Definition 2 : For query qi in a recommendation click graph, we define a local
subgraph of qi as

GSub(i) = (VSub(i), ESub(i)),

where

VSub(i) = q|distance(q, qi) ≤ 2 ∪ qi, ESub(i) = E ∩ (VSub(i) × VSub(i)).

The local subgraph of qi contains the queries that are most related to qi.

5.2 HITS applied to a Local Subgraph

HITS is a link analysis algorithm for evaluating web pages. The algorithm is
applied to a subgraph of a hyperlink graph. The indicators for each web page
are called hubs and authorities. The hub value indicates how efficiently users are
led to other useful pages using the hyperlinks on the page. The authority value
indicates how many good hub pages link to the page.

We apply the algorithm and concepts of HITS to a recommendation click
graph. A query that has a high authority value is linked to several other queries.
A query that has a high hub value leads users to other queries. In this work,
we are interested in the queries that are frequently searched and do not lead to
additional clicks of query recommendations. Queries that have a high authority
value and a low hub value might satisfy more users’ needs and be less ambiguous.
We find such queries using the local graph of query qi and use their search results
to improve the search performance of qi.

5.3 Experiments of Optimizing Search Results

We randomly selected 442 queries that had an out-degree 8 and extracted their
local subgraphs. The local subgraphs of queries that have an out-degree less than
8 might not be large enough to support a HITS analysis.
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We collected statistics on the numbers of nodes and edges in the 442 sub-
graphs. Fig. 3 shows that the numbers of nodes and edges are linearly related.
Table 1 lists the maximum, minimum and average numbers of nodes and edges.
These statistics show that the sizes of the local subgraphs can vary widely.

Table 1. Properties of local subgraphs

Maximum Minimum Average

# of nodes 18271 14 865.1

# of edges 78808 13 3009.4

(# of edges)/(# of nodes) 12.2 0.93 2.8

Fig. 3. Dimensions of local subgraphs Fig. 4. Experiment Results on Algo-
rithm 1

We used the query’s local subgraph to optimize the search results. We ran-
domly selected 117 queries (Group 1) that had an out-degree = 8 or 9. These
queries were not the most frequent queries in the search engine, but their lo-
cal subgraphs were large-enough to support the HITS algorithm. These queries
might be a representation of a general user query. We examined Group 1 from
the user’s perspective. We identified 44 queries on which the search engine did
not perform very well, but the user found related resources through a query
recommendation. We performed Algorithm 1 on the 44 queries and obtained
optimized search results. Three annotators were asked to compare the optimized
search results with the original search results and vote for the list that contained
results that are more diverse. For 34 of the 44 selected queries (approximately
77%) the search results optimized using Algorithm 1 were deemed to be more
diverse.
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Algorithm 1.

1: Select qi as the query to be improved.
2: Extract qi’s local subgraph GSub(i) = (VSub(i), ESub(i)) from the recommendation

click graph.
3: Iteratively calculate the authority and hub values for all queries in the subgraph

using the HITS algorithm.
4: Select a threshold hub value, ht for hub value. Create a query set Q = {q|Hub(q) <

ht, (qi, q) ∈ ESub(i)}.
5: Sort the queries in Q by authority values and take n largest queries.
6: Construct 2 search result sets: Ri = {r|r ∈ SearchResultsOf(qi)}, R = {r|r =

TopResultOf(q), q ∈ Q}
7: Sort the search results in Ri ∩ R according to the rank in qi’s search results and

store in List L1;
8: Sort the search results in R \ Ri according to the order of the authority of the

corresponding query, and store in List L2;
9: Sort the search results in Ri \ R according to its rank in qi’s search results and

store in List L3;
10: Output individual results from L1, L2, L3 in turn, until there are 10 search results.

We repeated the above experiment on 61 randomly selected queries (Group 2)
that had higher search frequencies and out-degrees. These queries might be more
ambiguous than the queries in Group 1. We examined the queries and found 18
queries on which the search engine did not perform well. For 14 queries, the
search results produced by our algorithm were more diverse. Because the queries
in Group 2 are hotter than Group 1, the queries in Group 2 might perform better
in the search engine. Note that the percentage of queries that do not perform well
enough is lower for Group 2 (18/61) than for Group 1 (44/117). Approximately
77% of the queries selected in Groups 1 and 2 were optimized by Algorithm 1.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 4.

Our algorithm is naive and does not always yield better results than those
obtained by the search engine, particularly when the search engine performs
a query well. Nevertheless, our local subgraph method can improve the search
results of queries.

6 Finding Ambiguous Queries

6.1 Inverse PageRank

Inverse PageRank is a link analysis algorithm used to determine the seed pages
for the TrustRank algorithm [4].

For a directed graph G = (V,E), inverse PageRank requires a related graph
G′ = (V,E′), where

(qi, qj) ∈ E′ ⇐⇒ (qi, qj) ∈ E.

We perform PageRank on the link-inverted graph G’ to obtain the inverse PageR-
ank for G.
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The inverse PageRank can be explained using the concepts of PageRank as
follows:

– In G, a vertex’s inverse PageRank is higher if it has more out-links.
– In G, a vertex’s inverse PageRank is higher if the vertices to which it points

have high inverse PageRanks.

Some studies have shown that search engine users often issue short and am-
biguous queries [20]. In this case, users might continue by clicking query recom-
mendations. It is reasonable to assume that the level of ambiguity of a query
is related to the dispersion of the query’s recommendation clicks. Based on this
assumption, the inverse PageRank values of a recommendation click graph show
the level of query ambiguity.

6.2 Experiments

We applied the inverse PageRank algorithm on the recommendation click graph.
We sorted the inverse PageRank values into descending order and divided them
into 10 buckets. The sums of the inverse PageRank values in each bucket were
equal. The sizes of buckets are shown in Fig. 5.

To verify if the inverse PageRank can be used to determine the ambiguity of
queries, we asked 4 annotators to examine queries sampled from the 10 buckets.
We randomly selected 1010 queries and asked the annotators to score each query:
3 indicated a clear query, 2 indicated an intent ambiguous or broad query, and 1
indicated a semantically ambiguous query. Through discussions, the annotators
ensured that they had no serious disagreement on the semantics of any query.
For 828 of the 1010 queries, at least three annotators give the same score. The
kappa coefficient of their annotations was κ = 0.466 [21].

For each query, we calculated the average, maximum and minimum scores. In
addition, we calculated the average of the 3 types of statistical scores in each
bucket. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The scores in the first five buckets are
higher than the scores in the last five buckets. Moreover, the scores increase
from Bucket 1 to Bucket 5, whereas the scores of the last five buckets are not
significantly different. Although the first 5 buckets contain approximately 30%
of the queries, they contain most of the ambiguous queries.

We randomly selected 233 queries from the graph and sorted the queries into
descending inverse PageRank order. We divided the queries into 10 buckets of
approximately the same size. The annotators labeled the top 3 search results of
the 233 queries in 5 levels, and we calculated the NDCG3 for all of the queries.
For each bucket of queries, we computed the average and standard deviation of
the NDCG3. Fig. 7 shows the statistical results. From Bucket 1 to 10, the average
NDCG3 decreases, whereas the standard deviation increases. Although queries
that have higher inverse PageRanks contain more ambiguity, these results indi-
cate that they perform better than queries that have lower inverse PageRanks.
This result seems counterintuitive, but it is reasonable. As mentioned above, the
inverse PageRank algorithm gives higher values to the vertices that have more
out-links.
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Fig. 5. Bucket size Fig. 6. Ambiguity score statistics

Fig. 7. Avg. and Stdev. of NDCG
values

Fig. 8. Avg. and Stdev. of query lengths

In a recommendation click graph, the out-degree is related to the search fre-
quency of the query. Therefore, hot queries are more likely to receive higher
inverse PageRanks. The higher NDCG3 values obtained in the previous buckets
are explained by the better performance of hot queries in commercial search
engines. The average lengths of the queries increase from Bucket 1 to Bucket 10
(shown in Fig. 8). The work of Jansen et al. [20] showed that most queries in
web search engines are short, and long queries are very infrequent. This work
confirms that the queries in the preceding buckets are hotter in the search engine.

From the experimental results and analysis, applying the inverse PageRank
algorithm on a recommendation click graph is an effective tool to evaluate query
ambiguity.

7 Discussions and Conclusions

According to the definition and construction of recommendation click graphs,
the graph is strongly related to user behaviors and the search engine’s query
recommendation algorithms. Because the user behaviors on query recommenda-
tions is the object of our research, the behaviors and algorithms do not affect
our methods of constructing and analyzing the recommendation click graph.
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However, changes in the recommendation algorithm can affect the properties of
the graph.

In the commercial search engine that we used to build the recommendation
click graph, there are at most 10 recommended queries for each input query.
However, the query recommendation algorithm allows the related queries to be
updated, and the out-degree may be greater than 10. In the graph for our experi-
ment, the largest out-degree was 391, and there were 254,639 queries that had an
out-degree greater than 10. In other search engines, the strategies for updating
query recommendations might be different; thus, the distribution of the vertices’
out-degrees might be different. In our work, we considered the out-degree as a
representation of query ambiguity, and the recommendation algorithm can affect
our judgment of query ambiguity. However, it is reasonable to believe that fre-
quent changes in recommended queries imply that the source query is complex
and unclear. Therefore, our methods are applicable in different search engines.

In this paper, we noted that the query recommendation click log contains a
large volume of information about user search intent and query ambiguity. We
proposed a recommendation click graph constructed from the recommendation
click log. Our analysis showed that the properties of the recommendation click
graph are similar to traditional web graphs. Furthermore, the edges in both web
graphs and query graphs have the meaning of “like” or “recommend”. Therefore,
it is reasonable to apply well-used link analysis algorithms to the recommenda-
tion click graph. In this way, we can improve search performance by mining the
recommendation click graph to learn more about users’ behaviors and intents.
We have applied the HITS algorithm on a query’s local subgraph to select re-
liable recommended queries. These related queries can be used to improve the
diversity and performance of the query. We have applied the inverse PageRank
algorithm to a recommendation click graph to evaluate query ambiguity. The
results showed that the inverse PageRank values reflect the query ambiguity.
This result was confirmed by both annotation and query length statistics.

An important direction for future work is to analyze the recommendation click
graph to learn users’ search intents. Furthermore, an advanced ranking algorithm
can be developed to improve search results using query recommendations.
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